Low-temperature expansion of the effective Lagrangian of the QED 3+1 with a uniform magnetic field and a finite chemical potential is performed. Temperature corrections, as well as zero-temperature expression for the effective Lagrangian are presented as finite sums over partially filled Landau levels. †
Introduction
Different approaches [1] [2] [3] [4] may be used in order to calculate one-loop effective Lagrangian of the finite temperature and density quantum electrodynamics with a uniform magnetic field. The general expressions for the effective Lagrangian obtained are rather complicated and serve, usually, only as a starting point for subsequent approximations or direct numerical calculations.
In Ref. [5] it was shown that for a particular case T = 0, µ = 0 one may present an exact expression for the effective Lagrangian L eff (T = 0, B, µ) in terms of the elementary functions as a finite sum over partially filled Landau levels. In the above-mentioned paper the effective Lagrangian was calculated in two ways: by using the proper-time method at zero temperature [6] and by taking a zero-temperature limit of L eff (B, µ, T ). Here we shall show that for T 2 ≪ eB, T 2 ≪ µ 2 − m 2 it is possible to perform a low-temperature expansion of the effective Lagrangian keeping finite number of (partially) filled Landau levels and to get a similar representation for the temperature corrections. Using the expression for the effective Lagrangian we shall obtain temperature corrections to the fermion density and de Haas -van Alphen oscillations. On the base of the expression for the fermion density we shall also calculate some components of the one-loop polarization operator in the static limit as well as Hall conductivity in the QED 3+1 .
We shall consider the finite density QED with a uniform magnetic field. In the presence of the chemical potential the corresponding Lagrangian is:
We choose here the external magnetic field to be parallel to the z-axis,
The effective Lagrangian at T, µ, B = 0, L eff (B, µ, T ) may be written as follows [2] [3] [4] :
is the contribution due to the finite temperature and density (β = 1/T , p is the modulus of the momentum parallel to the magnetic field, b k ≡ 2 − δ n,0 , since the lowest Landau level (n = 0), unlike the higher ones, contains the fermions with only one spin projection), and L eff (B),
is the Schwinger Lagrangian in the purely magnetic case [7] .
2 Low-temperature expansion at µ, B = 0
Integrating Eq. (3) by parts one gets:
f ± (T ) denotes the Fermi distribution,
We shall consider here the low-temperature limit of the QED 3+1 . In the T → 0 limit the Fermi distribution approaches the step-function, lim T →0 f ± = θ(±µ − ε) and Eq. (5) reads [5] :
where [. . .] denotes the integral part.
To evaluate the low-temperature corrections to the effective Lagrangian (5) we shall calculate a derivative ofL eff (B, µ, T ) with respect to T first:
The derivatives of the Fermi distributions may be rewritten in the following way 1 :
and
Making change of variables in Eq.(10) one has:
The derivatives ∂f ± ∂q may be rewritten as follows:
The above functions decrease sharply for small T as one moves off the point q = ±µ (as f ± → θ(±µ − ε) the derivative of the Fermi distribution with respect to energy approaches the δ-function). Therefore, only partially filled Landau levels (i.e. those with their edge situated below the Fermi surface, µ 2 > m 2 + 2eBn) will contribute to the effective Lagrangian in a low-temperature limit.
Now we may introduce an auxiliary variable z = q ∓ µ with the integration limits ±∞ and rewrite Eq.(11) as follows (µ > 0):
1 We shall consider a system with a fixed chemical potential, and not a density, ∂µ ∂T = 0, cf. calculation of the heat capacity in Ref. [8] .
Expanding (z + µ) 2 − m 2 − 2eBn at z = 0 and keeping a leading term only (the even powers of z will not contribute to ∂L ∂T ) one finally has:
The above expansion is valid at
i.e. as long as the distance from the Fermi surface to the edge of any Landau level remains much greater than the temperature. Now we can write a low-temperature expansion for the one-loop effective Lagrangian:
as well as for the fermion density, ρ = ∂L ∂µ :
Thermal corrections decrease the fermion density: by fixing the chemical potential and raising the temperature we evaporate the electron (positron) gas.
Fermion density and polarization operator
Having the expressions for the effective Lagrangian and the fermion density we may move forward to calculate magnetization, Hall conductivity and some components of the polarization operator in the static limit p 0 = 0, p → 0.
The magnetization M is defined as
i.e. the temperature corrections smoothing de Haas-van Alphen oscillations (cf. Ref. [4, 5] ).
The Π 00 -component of the polarization operator may be written in the static limit as a derivative of density with respect to chemical potential [9] , Π 00 (p 0 = 0, p → 0) = e 2 ∂ρ ∂µ
At B = 0 Π 00 (p 0 = 0, p → 0) defines the Debye's radius, λ −2 = Π 00 (p 0 = 0, p → 0) [9] but this relation does not hold for B = 0 as the tensor structure of the polarization operator is now more complicated (see below).
The components Π 01 = Π * 10 and Π 02 = Π * 20 in the static limit may be written as
which follows from the definition of the polarization operator,
The above components of the polarization operator describe conductivity in the plane orthogonal to the magnetic field. Indeed, a current induced by a perturbating electric field in the presence of a strong magnetic field may be written as a linear response function,
Choosing A ν pert (x) as A 0 pert (x) = x · E, A pert (x) = 0 one has the following expression for the conductivity σ ij :
Thus we can see that the conductivity in the plane orthogonal to the magnetic field is Hall-like,
Eq.(26) that the sign of conductivity is changing as one moves from the edge of one Landau level to another. At T = 0 the conductivity is a smooth function of B, µ but the density is not a monotonous function of B (at least at low temperatures), therefore, the sign of conductivity will still depend on the magnitude of the magnetic field.
This will hold for the nonrelativistic case as well: in the nonrelativistic limit one has just to change µ 2 − m 2 to 2mµ * in Eq.(26). At the same time, there is no evidence of such dependence of conductivity in realistic condensed matter systems. There may be two possible explanations of this fact. First, we have considered a nondissipative plasma.
In a real condensed matter system µ 2 − m 
